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Abstract
This paper presents a novel way of recognizing events from a soccer match video sequence. After tracking players and the ball,
events such as passing, kicking, having, scoring and struggling
for the ball can be inferred for the subsequences. In our framework, the ball trajectory is represented as an image blob broken
with cuts caused by occlusion or interference from a player. For
those frame corresponding a cut, the ball is considered to become
inv isible. To address the ambiguity in determining whether a
cut is caused by temporary occlusion or player’s control, it is
checked if the re-visible ball comes out in the tolerable range of
the area where it is predicted by its dynamic model. If so, the
cut is marked as temporary occlusion and virtually filled. For
the resulted sub-blobs and cuts, events are extracted by maximum a posteriori estimation of the event makers. Experiments on
sequences from two cameras shows satisfying results.

(a) After 60 frames

(b) After 200 frames

(c) After 500 frames

(d) After 650 frames

Figure 2: Accumulation images for the ball blobs.

2. Preprocessing
For sports video analysis, the preliminary step is tracking players
(and ball). We used the player and ball tracking system presented
in [13, 3].
Illustrated are the steps of image processing to automatically
detect players and identify their classes1 as in Figure 1. Particle
filtering is used as the underlying tracker to give the trajectories
of players and ball. Player tracking is processed first. Then for
the ball tracking the less probable state subspace is taken out of
consideration by exploiting the resulted player tracking and making an image of accumulated ball blobs as in Figure 2 [3].

1. Introduction
Analysis of sports video sequences has been an interesting application in computer vision as the abundance of recent papers
presents. Major topics of interests could be categorized as follows.
1. Tracking players and a ball in a sequence(s) captured by rotating/fixed cameras. Player tracking has been widely explored in [6, 18, 13, 3, 16, 9, 4, 7], and some papers such as
[18, 17, 3, 15] have dealt with ball tracking problem as well.

3. Event Extraction
3.1

2. 3D reconstruction of the scene and/or motion recovery of the
cameras (self-calibration of a rotating and zooming camera)
from the video sequence. Reid and Zisserman [14] and Kim
et. al. [10] tried to estimate the 3D locus of the ball.

Event Moments

Before extraction, the state vector of a j th player, i (j) is defined
as below.
T

i (j) = (t (j) , p (j))
t ∈ {team A, team B}

3. Augmented reality or re-synthesis in virtual space: [2, 12,
11]

p (j) = (x (j) , y (j))

4. Detection and recognition of events in video: [8, 1]

T

where x and y is the horizontal and vertical coordinates in an
image and t is one of two teams. F , a set of frame numbers,
f where the ball(denoted as B) position could be estimated is
defined as following.

This paper focuses on analyzing a soccer video and extracting
events for the subsequences. As a preprocessing, player and ball
tracking is done and the results are used for the analysis [3]. Since
the ball is a small object in the image, some parts of the ball
trajectory are missing for frames where the ball is occluded by or
near to players. Our work is both to supplement the incomplete
trajectory and to give a description for the parts of a sequence.
Section 2 introduces the algorithm of player and ball tracking
and Section 3 describes how to extract events. Section 4 provides
experimental results and finally Section 5 concludes this paper.

F = {f |pf (B) 6= 0} ,
which means that x (B) and y (B) were set to be zero for the
frames where the ball is not estimated. Due to the nature of
1 e.g. player of team A, player of team B, goalie of team A, goalie of team B
and referee
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Figure 1: Image processing
just passes by a player during the cut, the difference is supposed
to be zero. However, due to the camera orientation and bounce of
ball, a small amounts of differences are caused. The difference is
measured as the mahalanobis distance between the ball position
at the frame where a cut ends and the predicted position where
the ball is supposed to reach with the velocity and acceleration at
the beginning of the cut. The ordered set of frame numbers where
the events really occurred, S is defined as follows.

ball games, the events can be rather detected by observing the
ball than players. Though it depends one’s personal viewpoint to
take what level to define the events in, we took P ASS, KIC K,
H AV E, ST R U GGLE and SC O R E for them. Again we classify them into two event sets as following.
I
V

=
=

{H AV E, ST R U GGLE}
{KIC K, P ASS, SC O R E}

S = {fbeg in (c) , fend (c) |D < T h, c ∈ C}

where I and V stand for visible and invisible, respectively.
P ASS denotes the event that a player successfully passes the
ball to his peer. KIC K happens when a player kicks the ball
to an unspecified player or fails to make P ASS. H AV E is the
event that the ball is fully in the control of a player, and hence
invisible. ST R U GGLE happens when players of both team try
to prevent the opponent making H AV E and the ball is invisible
at the same time. SC O R E is the event that the ball stays in a
goal. Events happen at the moments of the ends of accumulated
ball image blobs as shown in Figure 2. If the ball moves without intervention of players during a sequence, there will be one
continuous trajectory blob in the image. So the ball trajectory is
here represented as a series of sub-T BLO Bs 2 with C U T s in
between.3 A C U T along the broken trajectory means the ball
appears in the same blob of a player during the C U T , since he
tries to control and change the ball motion. So a moment when
an event occurs is at most among frames where T BLO Bs begin
and end, in other words, beginnings and ends of C U T s. However, some cuts are created when the ball just passes by a player,
therefore, they can not be a moment of event. Hence the first step
for event extraction is to find those cuts.

3.2

where C is the set of all cuts in the sequence. Alternatively,
S can be considered as a set of frame numbers of both ends of
T BLO Bs connected by this reasoning.
S = {fbeg in (z) , fend (z) |z ∈ Z}
where Z is the set of the connected T BLO Bs. For a CU T , c its
length is the elapsed frames, ∆f (c), between the frames where
the CU T begins and ends, fbeg in (c) and fend (c), respectively.
If the ball is invisible during ∆f (c) due to a temporary occlusion,
pfend (c)+1 (B) is supposed to be p̂fend (c)+1 (B), the position to
which it reaches with the velocity and acceleration at fbeg in (c) −
1. Assuming Gaussian noise propagating through ∆f (c), we
compute the mahalanobis distance D, between pfend (c)+1 (B)
and p̂fend (c)+1 (B).

Cuts Due to Passing Through

=

u
p̃ (B)

=
=

−1
uT R∆f
(c) u
¢T
¡
vfbeg in (c)−1 · p̃ (B) , nfbeg in (c)−1 · p̃ (B)
pfend (c)+1 (B) − p̂fend (c)+1 (B)

R∆f (c)

=

∆f (c) LLT

where L is the covariance matrix of errors in pixel unit for a
frame. If D is small, A P CU T c is chosen to be due to passing through4 , that is, fbeg in (c) and fend (c) are removed from
S.

To find a cut where there are no event change, we check the difference between ball motions before and after the cut. If the ball
2 T BLO
3 This

D

B stands for trajectory blob.
can be seen as a series of CU T s and sub-T BLO Bs in between also.

4P
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CU T stands for a cut by passing through

3.3

3.4

Estimating Event Makers

Since the most important highlight of ball games is the subsequence of goal, many studies in the field of semantic analysis and
indexing of video have been done for goal detection. In our condition, the goal area is neither initially given nor estimated during
tracking6 or this post-processing even though we define the event
SCORE as in Section 3.1. Instead, we check the movements
of players of each team after the ball passes by a goalkeeper
as in Section 3.2. In the process of event maker estimation in
Section 3.3, if a goalkeeper k is found to make a P CU T , c∗
during a T BLOB, the ratio(denoted as r) of the sum of distances
h (t, fend (c) , fend (c) + ∆f ) , (t = {team A, team B}) for
which players of each team moves are computed.

Now it is certain that from fbegin (z (i)) until fend (z (i)),
one event of V happened and from fend (z (i)) until
5
fbegin (z ¡(i) + 1)
¢ , one event of I happened. Let us define
k r
e (z) = iz , iz , a vector consisting of the state vectors of ball
kicker and receiver ikz and irz respectively, the event set Q1:|Z| is
defined.
Q1:|Z| = {e (z) |z ∈ Z}

For a given sequence, the probability density of Q1:|Z| ,
¢
¡
¢
¡
= p e1 , e2 , . . . , e|Z|
(1)
p Q1:|Z|
³
´
r k r k
r
k
= p i1 , i1 , i2 , i2 , . . . , i|Z| , i|Z|
(2)
´
³
¡
¢
= p (ir1 ) p ik1 |ir1 , ir2 p ir2 , ik2 , . . . , ir|Z| , ik|Z| (3)
¡
¢ ¡
¢
(4)
= p (ir1 ) p ik1 |ir1 , ir2 p Q2:|Z|
|Z|
Y
¡ ¢ ¡
¢
p irj p ikj |iri , irj+1

=

Goal Detection

r

=

N (t) f0 +∆f

h (t, f0 , f0 + ∆f ) =

(5)

nti

Factorization from (2) to (3) are done using conditional probabilities. Because knowing the previous ball receiver ir1 doesn’t tell
anything about the next receiver ir2 , p (ir2 , ir1 ) becomes p (ir2 ). It
from
is also assumed that that state of ir1 and ik1 are
¡ independent
¢
p
Q
is
factorized
those of ir2 and {e (z (j)) |j ≥ 3}. In (4),
¢1:|Z|
¡
¢
¡
into three factors the last of which is p Q2:|Z| . Again p Q1:|Z|
is represented as the product of probabilities corresponding to
each CU T (5). Note that representation in (5) are a function of irj
and ikj if the state of irj+1 is given. Hence if we process reversely
¡
¢
from an initially known ir|Z| , maximum p Q1:|Z| is achieved,
by maximizing the product of probabilities of each backward iteration and the event set Q̂ is estimated as following.
=
=

max

e(i),i=1,2...,|Z|

(

irj ,ik
j

3.5

−1

nti (f )

)

(f ) =

¡ t
¢
pi (f + 1) − pti (f )

Assigning Events to T BLO Bs and C U T s

The last step, assigning events is relatively easy step since the
event maker at each event moment has been figured out. The
problem of assigning events KICK, P ASS, SCORE are actually finished through the previous steps.
¡ is¢assigned
¡ ¢ KICK
to frames of i th BLOB, z (i) if t ikj and t irj+1 are the
same, otherwise P ASS. To differentiate between H AV E and
ST RU GGLE during i th CU T , if the irj is estimated i∗ , H AV E
is assigned to the frames before another player comes close
enough to i∗ . Then ST RU GGLE is assigned until the frame
where the distance between them is large enough. The player
whose position at the end of the CU T is assigned to be the next
ball holder and H AV E is assigned from this frame. This is done
till the end of CU T .

(7)

¡ ¢
The next thing is to define the probability densities p irj and
¡
¢
¡ ¢
p ikj |irj , irj+1 . p irj is a function of distance between the the
ball and a candidate player at the beginning of the i th CU T .
Since players too far from the ball is unlikely to stop the ball, an
ellipse of validation gate is set with the center at the ball position.
For a player i in a validation gate,

4. Experiments

p (i) =

p (t (i)) G (d (i) , σ)
1
, t ∈ {team A, team B}
p (t) =
2
¶
µ
a2
1
exp − 2
G (a, b) = √
2b
2π b
¡ ¡ k ¢ ¡ r ¢ ¡ r ¢¢
We define p t ij |t ij , t ij+1 as follows.
¢
¡ ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ ¡
¢¢ ¡ ¡ ¢ ¢
¡
p ikj |irj , irj+1 = p t ikj |t irj , t irj+1 G d ikj , σ (8)

In Figure 3 and Figure 4 some resulted subimages are shown for
the cases of P ASS and SCORE respectively. As it can be seen
in the supplementary video clip, the frames otherwise labelled as
H AV E or ST RU GGLE are correctly classified as P ASS for
subsequence of Figure 3. For the sequence of Figure 4, the scorer
is correctly estimated even though his tracked position is not the
closest to the ball with the conditional probability given in (8).

On the other hand, when there is a goal detected (explained
in Section 3.4) in a T BLOB the computation
of probability
¢
¡
is slightly modified. Instead of using p ikj |irj , irj+1 in (6),
¢
¡
p ikj |irj , ki where ki is the state of a goalie existing between
ikj and irj+1 (who is likely to be the same person, ki ).
¡
¢
¡ ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢
¢ ¡ ¡ ¢ ¢
p ikj |irj , kj = p t ikj |t irj , t (kj ) G d ikj , σ
(9)
5 Equivalently

T

nti (f ) (si Y )

where Y is a metric matrix of image coordinate, si is a scaling
factor depending on the y coordinate of i th player for considering
the camera perspective projection and t∗ is the opponent team of
t (k). A large value of r implies that the opponent players of the
goalie has moved to each other or to the audience with joy of goal
while players of the other team stand idle with disappointment.

(6)

p (e (1) , e (2) , . . . , e (|Z|))

¡
¢
max p (iri ) p iki |iri , iri+1 |j = 1, 2, . . . |Z|

X X

i=1 f =f0

j=1

Q̂

h (t∗ , fend (c) , fend (c) + ∆f )
h (t (k) , fend (c) , fend (c) + ∆f )

5. Conclusion
This paper presented a method for extracting events from soccer
match video. Player and ball tracking results are exploited to
analyze the sequence and classify the subsequences into some
events. The classification is mostly based on the relative position
6 For

from fbeg in (c (i)) until fend (c (i))
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moving camera, this task becomes much more difficult

(a) At 497th frame

(a) At 771th frame

(b) At 785th frame

(c) At 789th frame

(d) At 795th frame

(b) At 500th frame

Figure 4: Subsequence of a event SCORE.
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